


Message From the Principal

Editor's Note...Editor's Note...
The Team

e sincerely welcome you with the motto of excellence through a positive attitude. The school has a task of creating a role model  
environment with motivated teacher  encouraging students to excel  in their future. W

It's not only that there are few winners and  many losers these days. Its more an understanding that this isn't who we want to be and that this isn't 
the world into which we want to send our children. Keeping this motto in our heart and soul we render the best opportunity to the students for an 
all round development . Our emphasis in not only academics or text book oriented teaching but also culture , sporting activities and many other 
creative activities  to allow children achieve comprehensive personal growth holistically.

We wish the reader of this 4th volume of Globazine a happy reading and  invite them offer any suggestion for improvement.

e are  a school with a difference! We value individualism, creativity and innovation and strive to 
nurture them in our students.W

All great ideas begin with a commitment to the future. Aim of holistic education is to inculcate this vision 
into a student.  The kind of education we impart to a child at GPS lays the foundation of life and shapes its 
destiny. That explains all our concerns and anxieties of education. There are challenges ahead of us, 
however, as I truly believe, “ Together we can make a difference.” Keeping this in mind, the GPS family 
continues to remain committed to achieve both, our vision and mission.

At GPS, we strive to create a dynamic environment for education and set the stage for student's achievement and success. Each day, 
children of varying abilities, talents, interests, and backgrounds work and play together. We encourage our students to challenge 
themselves, celebrating their creativity, initiative and individuality, through their daily interactions in the classroom, as well as, their 
participation in our many co-curricular programmes.

I am privileged and consider myself fortunate that so many wonderful students, staff members, and families touch my life each day. 
The school's partnership with our parents is vital to the success of our students and school. It is our commitment to our students that 
we SHALL extend the best innovative practices in every sphere of their schooling. No stone will be left unturned to ensure our children 
reach the next milestone with great confidence, self-esteem, elan and poise.

With this, I wish everyone a significant and remarkable future and new year ahead!

Mrs. Sumati Paliwal

An examination is a special test to see how good somebody is 
at something. Thus believe in your hard work and the efforts you 
have put in .Success will be yours at the end.

 Examination Coordinator:

Mrs. Vijaya Khandelwal

Parents tend to think that children are naturally loving and 
generous with their affection. This is true, but for loving 
sentiments to last, they need to be reciprocated. “ I love you” is 
probably the one that a child is least likely to hear.

Pre-Primary  Coordinator:

 Mrs. Namrata Vijay

Children learn in collaboration with others yet have to develop 
learning for themselves. True collaborative exploration takes 
place where all participants influence the direction, timing, and 
outcome of the investigation.

Coordinator:

 Mrs. Savita Soni

Do you wish you could apply 
creative thinking at work to 
try new things? Do you doubt 
your own capacity for 
creativity and innovation? Do 
you have trouble getting 
c reat i ve  th ink ing  and  
solutions from your team? 

Discover new ways to break 
through mental barriers and 
raise your, yes “Yours” ,foot 
t owa rds  t he  pa th  o f  
innovation and creativity.

Activity  Coordinator: :

 Mrs. Jonaki Datta

Mrs. Aditi Ketkar Mrs. Jonaki Datta 

Global Publc School, Kota (GPS) was started in 2002 by leading educational group Career Point, with an objective to provide World Class 
Education to the students of Kota. Under the aegis of leading educational group the school is sowing seeds of Knowledge, Skills and Values in 
Children for their successful tomorrow. Within a span of 13 years GPS has carved its own niche and has been credited among selected top most 
reputed schools of the city.

Career Point firmly believes in “Student First” approach and takes all necessary actions to provide best education, infrastructure and facilities to 
the student fraternity.

Career Point believes in encouraging the natural curiosity of young minds to ensure perfect learning. At GPS, the team is committed to provide 
best education to confirm fundamentally strong and logically sound budding youth.

This magazine 'Globazine' is a small gratitude to our students as a platform to showcase their talent and appreciate their efforts in a better way.

Sowing Seeds today for Successful tomorrow...
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Do you marvel at people 
who use language in unusual ways?

Mentorial...

Today I will open up my heart and soul  for the love of the language: 
ENGLISH. When students are told to speak in English, few waffle, 
few hesitate and then finally speak. I am exasperated when you avoid 
the instinct of your heart to speak English. Why every time you are 
brought to mind that you ( this present generation) who belong to the 
competitive lane  have to strive  in the forthcoming years of your 
turmoil  to excel in your life due to rat race and cut throat competition?

I would like to share some tips to overcome your reluctance towards 
English.

I love when someone turns a phrase, that makes me stop and 
reconsider conventions or expectations. Why can't you? I feel you 
should break the rules and discover a new truth.  Never be skeptical 
about yourself. Sometimes you speak a poetry unknowingly. Breaking 
the rules does not mean we should eschew the rules. Generally we 
hate typos and misspellings when they happen in our writing .We 
strive for grammatical and syntactical perfection. Am I right? 

For this types of errors you can make a move from a black and white 

“Rejoice in the way things are. When you realize there 
is nothing lacking, the whole world belongs to you.”

Education isn't learning. Being a globalite besides 
education , we grasped millions of lessons and 
experiences, that taught us the way of living.

Our message to our beloved juniors is , find happiness 
in even smallest of things . Capture the good and 
delete the bad. The school life is the golden age, which 
remains inscribed forever in our minds. Try to fill up that 
golden page with the unforgettable memories . Be 
who you are .

One day , your whole life will flash in front of you, make 
sure it's worth watching.

view of language into the land of gray tones. I guarantee you that 
sometime you will not make mistakes  but you will be pushing yourself 
for something original. You just have to push for that independence of 
thought, the idea that gets skewed and allows for discovery, the 
research that lead to realization, the designs that shaped new 
expressions or anecdotes and silently this will encourage your inner 
commitment and your memories will become defining stories.

I would also like to make the case for speaking as a practice where 
mistakes can lead to glory. Artist too take time to reach the height of 
perfection after innumerable failures, so why  can't we. 

So let us strive for excellence and understand that a misstep can 
sometimes lead to a more beautiful appreciation.

Enjoy the language  and be kind to yourself and others, when it comes 
to making mistakes. They could lead to the most compelling and 
meticulous work you do.

Contributed by :

Mrs Jonaki Datta ( HOD- English)

HOD's Vision

Head Girl : 
Simran Ahuja

Head Boy : 
Lakshya Gupta 
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The Barefoot Challenge
Computer and 
technological convergence

Theories of Mathematics

HOD's Vision

e live in nature, but we don't live 
naturally. We live on the earth, Wbut we don't touch it. Ninety 

percent of the time, we hide from the sun. 
We use hot water to bath, which is a fast, 
functional affair. Most of the time we 
condition the air we breathe. In winter, we 
keep warm and in summers we protect 
ourselves from the heat. We burn most of 
the vitamins in food we eat. We protect 
ourselves from all that is natural. And many 
of us fall ill from time to time and worry about 
our general health. What can we do to heal 
ourselves?  The simple and the quick way is 
to get back in touch of earth. Walk bare foot.

Soil has healing properties; it draws out 
toxins from our body. Walking barefoot on 
mother earth is like hugging your mother. 
Nature has made our feet sensitive. We 
have many acupressure points on our feet, 
which loves to be massaged. But we deprive 
our feet of different surfaces by covering 
them with thick chappals, or walking on flat 
tiled floor. Try this experiment. Twice in a day 

walk barefoot on bare earth for fifteen 
minutes. It might be painful at first, but soon 
your feet will relish the massage. Most of 
your body aches and pain will diminish 
within a week. If you continue for more than 
a month, you will start feeling a new 
strength in your body.

Walking barefoot is especially good for knee 
pain, stiffness of joints and back pain. Even 
digestion improves drastically by the 
acupressure effect of barefoot walking. Add 
to this a warm footpath at night for five 
minutes will refresh your entire being and 
seal in the energy.

Nature cure is an inexpensive and straight-
forward system of alternative heading. All it 
requires is the small courage to take the 
small out of our comfort and fashion zones.

Contributed by: 
Mrs. Namrata Cocasse
( HOD- Social Science)

omputer has changed the way we create, consume, learn and 
interact with each other. Time has proved that the information Ctechnology is a very important concept in the academic 

development. A person is considered to be literate only when he has 
operative computer knowledge.

Computer learning has become an essential need for everyone. It is no 
more an option.  Technological convergence has grouped various 
technologies that have been developed for one use and now they are 
utilized in many different contexts. New technologies are increasingly 
converging into one. Technology has resulted in devices that not only 
interact with the media but also can be used in other ways. It has 
replaced the use of number of devices by a single device. It has saved 
the cost and time both, one of the super example is Internet.

Contributed by:  
Ms. Monika Bharadwaj 

(HOD Computer Science)

HOD's Vision

athematics may be defined as “the study of relationships 
among quantities, magnitudes and properties, and also of the Mlogical operations by which unknown quantities, magnitudes, 

and properties may be deduced.

Historically, it was regarded as the science of quantity, whether of 
magnitudes (as in geometry) or of numbers (as in arithmetic) or of the 
generalization of these two fields (as in algebra). Some have seen it in 
terms as simple as a search for patterns.

During the 19th Century, however, mathematics broadened to 
encompass mathematical or symbolic logic, and thus came to be 
regarded increasingly as the science of relations or of drawing necessary 
conclusions (although some see even this as too restrictive).

The discipline of mathematics now covers - in addition to the more or 
less standard fields of number theory, algebra, geometry, analysis 
(calculus), mathematical logic and set theory, and more applied 
mathematics such as probability theory and statistics - a bewildering 
array of specialized areas and fields of study, including group theory, 
order theory, knot theory, sheaf theory, topology, differential geometry, 
fractal geometry, graph theory, functional analysis, complex analysis, 
singularity theory, catastrophe theory, chaos theory, measure theory, 
model theory, category theory, control theory, game theory, complexity 
theory and many more.

Contributed by: 
Mr.Vishal Adwani (HOD -Mathematics)
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The Benefits of Yoga

Techniques found to reduce stress derived from yoga:
nYoga Positions

nManaging Stress

nBreathing Exercise

nBreathing Relaxation

nControlled breathing and many innumerable techniques.

Yoga's Effects On the Body
nReduced stress

nSound sleep

nReduced cortisol levels

nAllergy and asthma symptom relief

nLower blood pressure

nLower heart rate

nSpiritual growth

nReduced anxiety and muscle tension

nIncreased strength and flexibility

Yoga, which derives its name from the word, “yoke”—to bring together—does just that, bringing together the mind, body and spirit. But whether you 
use yoga for spiritual transformation or for stress management and physical well-being, the benefits are numerous.

Yoga is the oldest defined practice of self development. The methods of classical yoga include ethical disciplines, physical postures, breathing control 
and meditation. Traditionally an Eastern practice, it's now becoming popular in the West.

What's Involved With Yoga?:

The practice of yoga involves stretching the body and forming 
different poses, while keeping breathing slow and controlled. The 
body becomes relaxed and energized at the same time. There are 
various styles of yoga, some moving through the poses more 
quickly, almost like an aerobic workout, and other styles relaxing 
deeply into each pose. 

What Are the Drawbacks of Yoga?:

Yoga does require some commitment of time and is more difficult 
for people with certain physical limitations. Some people feel self-
conscious doing some of the poses. Also, yoga classes can be 
expensive, although it is possible, albeit perhaps more 
challenging, to learn from a book or video.Hence you should 
always follow the instructions of your instructor.

Contributed by : 
Mr. Kushal Raj Sharma

 (HOD-Physical Education)

HOD's Vision

What is SCIENCE : 
“Certainty or Presumption”

cience is the intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and behavior of the physical and natural 
world through observation and experiment. Science provides us with a logical, factual and generally rational explanation of the World Saround us. Science is not about proving the non-existence of God. It is about providing a solid basis on factual, repeatable, measurable and 

determinable results.

Science is everywhere in today's world. It is part of our daily lives, from cooking and gardening, to recycling and comprehending the daily weather 
report, to reading a map and using a computer.

Certainty and science
 scientific theory is empirical, and is always open to falsification if new 
evidence is presented. That is, no theory is ever considered strictly Acertain as science accepts the concept of fallibilism. The philosopher of 

science Karl Popper sharply distinguishes truth from certainty. He writes that 
scientific knowledge "consists in the search for truth", but it "is not the 
search for certainty”. All human knowledge is fallible and therefore 
uncertain." 

New scientific knowledge rarely results in vast changes in our understanding. 
it may be the media's overuse of words like "breakthrough" that leads the 
public to imagine that science is constantly proving everything it thought was 
true to be false. While there are such famous cases as the theory of relativity 
that required a complete reconceptualization, these are extreme exceptions. 
Knowledge in science is gained by a gradual synthesis of information from 
different experiments, by various researchers, across different branches of 
science; it is more like a climb than a leap. 

Theories vary in the extent to which they have been tested and verified, as well 
as their acceptance in the scientific community. For example, heliocentric 
theory, the theory of evolution, relativity theory, and germ theory still bear the 
name "theory" even though, in practice, they are considered factual. Although 
the best definition for "knowledge" is contested, being skeptical and 
entertaining the possibility that one is incorrect is compatible with being 
correct. Ironically then, the scientist adhering to proper scientific approaches 
will doubt themselves even once they possess the truth. The fallibilist argued 
that inquiry is the struggle to resolve actual doubt and that merely 
quarrelsome, verbal, or hyperbolic doubt is fruitless but also that the inquirer 
should try to attain genuine doubt rather than resting uncritically on common 
sense. He held that the successful sciences trust, not to any single chain of 
inference (no stronger than its weakest link), but to the cable of multiple and 
various arguments intimately connected. 

Science avoids searching for a "magic bullet"; it avoids the single-cause 
fallacy. This means a scientist would not ask merely "What is the cause of 
...", but rather "What are the most significant causes of ...”. 

Contributed by:   
Mr.Pankaj Khandelwal (HOD- Science)

HOD's Vision
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Sky Is The Limit…
Climb high, climb far,
Goal the sky and aim the star
Set your destiny and then move further
This is for sure you'll face many obstacles and many hurdles.
But be optimistic and be practical.
And you will reach the destination, may it be critical.
Arise  awake and stop not,
Till your reach the goal, see what you want to hold.
Give some time to yourself,
And then see how many hands are there to congrats.
You will face many ups and downs
Still move further, not inside  the ground
Because one day you will definitely wear the crown
And place your parent's head in the sky from the ground.
Keep your interest alive in whatever you do
Have patience and change your mood
The time is here, this time is yours
Utilize its best, to get what you want more.
Life is full of mystery,
But never give up by listening other's history.
Climb high, climb far,
Goal the sky and aim the star………..

Contributed by : 
Yatharth Nyati ( X-A)

Being Great

Once upon a time
When window was just a square hole in a room and application was 
something written on a paper when keyboard was  a piano and mouse 
just an animal. When file was an important office material and hard 
drive just an uncomfortable road trip when cut was done with a knife 
and paste with glue. When web was  spider's home and virus was flu. 
When apple and black berry were just fruits.

That's when we had a lot of time for OUR FRIENDS!

Contributed by :
Himanshu Patidar ( IX-A)

A sweet 
little voice 
of an Angel

Let me live
Let me bloom
Let me shine

Like a beautiful moon.
Let me come and

See this world
Let me fly like

A beautiful bird.
Don't be so cruel 

Or selfish
Let me swim like

A colorful fish.
Listen to my scream

Let me fulfill
My wishes and dream.

Let me see this 
Beautiful earth

Please don't kill me

Before my birth .
Before my birth..

Contributed by : 
Rishika Khandelwal ( X-B)

My Best Friend
One who cares for me

One who shares with me
All my joys and sorrows

All my today's and tomorrow's.
One who knows my tears
One who joins my cheers.

My achievements makes her glad
My failures makes her sad.

One who shares her only umbrella with me
One who never left me alone in the rain

Whose love for me knows no end
I call her Yatika

Oh! My dear friend.
True friends are like diamonds

Precious and rare
False friends are like pebbles

Found everywhere.

Student's Introspection

No one on the Earth could outlive the lusty time but there are, who have 
the ability  they become inevitable for time to be oblivated.  I, in life 
conquest, hadn't stretched mine arm so far but for what I live, I could 
comprehend the meaning of being Great.
Great can't be one from his own  inner self but great becomes by the 
world's honor. A great had  to bear tides of time and those who  prepare 
the soul then they always deserve opinions of success. For being great 
,doesn't mean success lies on his hand but  to be great, custom of fell 
deeds has to be its cause.
Do greatness for your heart
Feel greatness inner your heart and
Your greatness shall smell above the earth.

Contributed by : 
Lakshya Gupta ( X-C)

Contributed by: 
Khushbu Joshi ( X-A) & 

Yatika Jain( X-B)

Student's Introspection
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I'm your little flower, Dad
Please help me grow and bloom.
Take the weeds but leave the roots
And give me lots of room.

Dad , you are my gardener
My sunshine and my rain
Too much will make me wither
With enough , I'll bloom again.
I'm your little flower, Dad
I'm different from the rest
Don't pick me Dad, just help me grow
To be my very best.

Contributed by : 
Divyanshi  Jain( IV- A)

I'm your little flower , Dad

My school  Bag
My school bag is like a suitcase
So heavy and so big
And me like a coolie.
My school bag is like a first aid box
So many medicines are there for my future
And me like a doctor.
My school bag is like an instrument
Which makes my future bright
And me like a good student….

Contributed by : 
Divyangi Sasmal( IV- A)

Take 1 kg of love
On it sprinkle exactly 200 gms of smile.

When the mixture is ready
Add four teaspoon of trust and 
800 gms of sympathy.
To give a flavor of spices to it,
Empty a bottle of confidence and 
Forgiveness into it.

Let the mixture ferment and thicken
Add an equal amount of weight of
Happiness to the above quantity
Keep this mixture in the deep freeze
Of sacrifice for sometime

After an hour cut it into equal piece for garnishing 
Transfer the dish to a bowl
Strong enough to uphold all your virtues
And brittle enough to be broken by the weight of all
Distribute it among friends and foes…

This is a delicious recipe named “LIFE”
Enjoy it before it is devoured by the BIG MONSTER-“ TIME”

Contributed by : 
Maneet Jain ( X-C)

Re cw ipe eN - TrA y It !!!

I was sitting in my house
Seeing a cockroach killed by a mouse.
I got a sudden thought to lay
What if I was dead today !!!

It led me very serious
About my life I was curious
Because I got a thought to lay
What if I was dead today !!!

Then I got very scared
Because, by everyone I was cared
I had a thought to lay
What if I was dead today!!!

I thought of completing all my task 
And I heard a dog's bark
Got out of the thought of being slayed
Because I thought what if I was dead today !!!

Contributed by : Dev Sethi ( IX-A)

What if 
I was dead today !!!

Student's Introspection Student's Introspection
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Student's IntrospectionStudent's Introspection

Life and Cricket
Anger is a wide ball, Leave it;
Fear is a No ball, Let it go;
Smile is a Sixer, Hit it;
Friendship is a wicket, Get it;
Failure is a Bouncer, Forget it;
Problem is a Yorker, Face it;
Success is a Century , Make it;
Luck is a Free hit, Use it;
Then you can rock the world cup of Life!!!

Contributed by: 
Tanvi Badla ( X- A)

The Magic 
of Rain

As I walked in a grassy lawn,
The drops of water came down,
The sound was very enchanting,

I thought it was my heart's sound.
The peacock danced in the rain,
So beautiful were its feathers,
All creatures forgot their pain,

And enjoyed the beautiful weather,
It gave me a nice feel,

I thought the nature was shedding tears,
I felt all my wound will heal,

That I got from my dear.
As nature became light,
I wished I could do so,
But I needed to fight ,

Let the world see my sorrow.

Contributed by : 
Yashi Khandelwal ( IX-C)

It started with a rain shower
A minute after I was near the fire.
“It” is nothing but a deep memory
Like a Heaven Angel's love story.

It started with a plain.
After some time I was on the land.
My first trip of  hell
It was truly very well.

It started with a lonely street
By the corner where we meet.
He wasn't any ordinary kid
But a buddy whom I always wanted to be with.

It started with a manifestation
Never know it will ever show me my destination
Don't follow other's step
But make your own lane.

You might be thinking I am repeating “It “ – “It”
But you have to wait a little bit

The diary of a Teenager
“It” is nothing but a fact
But “It” lays a deep impact.
“It” is the beautiful experience I ever had
A team first in life I led.
Now I will tell what is “It”???
“It” are the incidents which makes your light lit.

Contributed by :
 Shivam Bohra( IX-B)

On the Horizons: The School Tour
ou never realize the value of a moment, until it 
becomes a memory. The 5 day mesmerising Ytour from 28th Sept 2014 to 3rd Oct,2014 

organized by our school, had its traces inscribed 
deep in our hearts. It was a bus journey, a visit to 
wonderful cities of Jodhpur and Jaisalmer and the 
soothing part of Thar Desert. The visit to the 
Mehrangarh Fort and Umaid Bhawan Palace in 
Jodhpur, remind us of our history lessons. The 
antique mantle pieces, weapons , the beautiful 
clothes of Rajas, their rooms, their chariots, 
sculptures took us centuries back in the past in the 
city of Havelis . We had a musical party and enjoyed to 
our fullest. The next morning we visited few of the 
havelis of The Jaisalmer Fort. The scene inside made 
us relive in past. We felt ourselves captured by the 
time, just getting lost in the pale brown bricked walls .

Then we saw one of the most wonderful scenes, 
the sunset at Sam Desert. The faded yellowish 
orange coloured sky wtih a tinge of blue appearing 
to be mixed with the sandy cover of land, was the 

way of nature to embrace the humans there. The 
camel ride and cultural programme couldn't be 
forgotten. Away from the bollywood mixes, it was 
all folk, cultural and so ethnic.

But behelding the mesmerizing panorama of the 
twinkling dark night sky above and the chilly same 
cover below, was the heart of whole trip. The whole 
sand scape lightened , just with those glowing 
particles when the artificial light went off.

Sleeping in the tent like small fabric huts was a lifetime 
experience. The last night was of Gadisar Lake where 
we observed a new kind of fish never seen before. And 
then we departed for Kota, taking along just the 
collected memories, those awesome clicks of cameras 
our fusion with nature and loads of happiness.

The tour filled by a GOLDEN page in the book of our 
school days, making us  elated and our lives more 
richer and more complete.

Contributed by : 
Simran Ahuja ( X-A)
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Life: 
You Never 
Get it twice
Always thank God
For giving you this life,
And make full use of it
Because you never get it twice.

Leave your sorrows behind
And cheer up to welcome your life,
Do what you want to do with it
Because you never get it twice.

When you know, death is near you
Try to take it as a gratitude
And say to yourselves that your life is awesome,
Because you never get it twice.

Contributed by: 
Uday Bhatt( IX-A)

Student's IntrospectionStudent's Introspection
Master Blaster

A boy little and chubby
With hairs silky and curly,
Made his country feel pride
For this he chose cricket side!!!

Yes! It is our little master
None other than ' Master Blaster',
Made cricket an addiction
For him dreams had no restrictions!!!

Till the bowlers were tired
He played shots, truly inspired,
Thanks for all those memories
You deserve a lot of glories!!!

Pointing, Kallis all together
Can't match you forever,
Bowlers fear you a lot
When you just play a shot!!!

One who will rule hearts forever
Is none other than 'Master Blaster',
No one can match you forever
You are the finest cricketer seen ever!!!

Contributed by: 
Sarthak Ochani( X-C)

My heart melts 
The sky is blue 
And cloudy too,

I'm blessed to have a friend like you
You are a special gift for me

A gift I couldn't see
Now I recognize you

Yes I do, yes I do.
My heart melts into pieces

Two by two
 I think I can really trust you
Or would you break my faith,

Through and through
I'll never regret

That you're my friend
I really want to trust you till the end

Please be true,
In whatever you do

Don't make me
Really hate you

Please be fair on your good part
Please don't make me fall apart.

Contributed by: 
Mudit Maheshwari (VIII-C)

Oh ! Chemistry

Oh! Chemistry
You yourself is a mystery,
Your chemical equation

Creates irritation.
Your formulas are not so bad,

But they make the reader totally mad.
When I read about elements and compound,

My mind echoes with sound.
When comes  metal and its ore,

I feel I'm in the earth's deepest core.
Potassium, sulphate or sodium nitrate,

It makes my hair stand straight.
When comes chemical's taste sweet or sour,

I want to hide behind the Eiffel tower.
When I learn chemical reactions,
My mind takes inverse actions.

Methane, ethane, butane, propane
These terms make me scared again.

Sulphate , sulphite ,nitrite,
Reading these is worse than swallowing cyanide.

Oh! Chemistry you are a unique creation,
Indeed you are beyond my toleration.

Contributed by: 
Somya Mehra ( X-C)

Maa
“Maa” is the word that every child learns to speak first.
“Maa” is the one who gives the sense of strength and love.
“Maa” is the one who gives security and trust.
“Maa” is the one who helps us in need.
“Maa” is the one who selflessly serves our need.
“Maa” is the one who cares and sacrifices for her child.
But are we ( her child) taking care and paying her gratitude 
that she deserves!!!!

Contributed by : 
Nitansh Soni ( VIII- A)

15
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“Fact of Life”

nce there was a handsome boy with blues eyes. He 
used to go to the forest daily and sat near the lake Oand used to see his reflection in the water. He saw 

his own reflection in his blue eyes for hours daily. One day 
suddenly while sitting near the lake, the  boy fell down and 
died. The lake started crying and daily at the same time the 
lake cried. One day the God of heaven appeared and asked 
the lake “Why are you crying?” “Was the boy very loving 
and handsome?” “Why are you  feeling bad for him”. The 
lake replied I never noticed about boy's beauty but I am 
crying because, I noticed my own beauty in his eyes daily 
for hours and I felt so happy, content and satisfied. 

Contributed by: 
 Mrs. Nidhi Bhayana (Faculty)

Man vs Money
he word rupee comes from the Sanskrit 'Rupya' or 'Rupa' which means 
silver. The very early coins, before the second century B.C were all Tmade of silver but the coins were neither of any standard weight nor 

had any face  value printed on them. It was Sher Shah Suri who first gave the 
name Rupia to the silver coins. The last silver coins were minted in 1940 with 
the face of King George VI on them. In 1942, the silver coin was replaced by a 
cupro-nickel coin for the first time. Money was invented by man to get 
power but now money has become more powerful than man. All over the 
world, money and power go together. The more money a person has, the 
more successful he is judged to be. A rich man is accepted by society even if 
he is corrupt or evil. Man works hard to earn more and more money and 
saves a lot of it. He thinks that money will give him more freedom to enjoy 
himself and to have lots of fun. He thinks he will not be anyone's slave but be 
his own master and unknowingly he is a “SLAVE”.

Contributed by: 
Mrs .Manisha Arora  ( Faculty)

Imagination creates Reality
our own wonderful imagination in the actual creative power of God is within you. 
It's your savior. If you are thirsty, water would be your savior. If you needed a job, Yemployment would be your savior. Your imagination is the power to save you from 

whatever circumstances you now find yourself. You can experience you heart's desire 
through the use of your imagination. Nothing is impossible to your imagination. Your 
imagination is unlimited, in what it can be accomplished. If you can imagine something, 
you can achieve it. Dream better than the best you know.

Our inner conversation are just as creative as our deliberate imagining of the wish 
fulfilled. In fact, if they are of the opposite nature, they can negate what we have 
imagined. You must watch what you are saying internally to make sure that these 
conversations coincide with your wish fulfilled. If you become aware that these inner 
talks contradict what you would like to achieve, revise them so that you desire or are 
already the person you wish to be. Your present world reflects the sum total of all that 
you believe to be true of yourself and others. That which you imagine yourself to be 
today, goes forward and will comfort you in the future. If you have forgotten your 
activities of the past, that which you see appearing in your world indicated the kind of 
seeds you have previously sown.

Assuming the feeling of your wish fulfilled is using your imagination creatively to bring 
into your world that which you desire to experience you can use the art of revision of 
change, the effects of prior thoughts and beliefs.

Contributed by:
Ms.Shreya Gaur (Faculty)

Mentor's Perspective Mentor's Perspective
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To forget:

What we have done for other people and to 
remember what other people had done for us.

To ignore:

What the world owns you and things what we 
owe the world.

To put:

Our right in the background, duties in the 
middle and our chance to do little more than 
our duties in the foreground.

To see:

That our fellow men are just as real as we are 
and try to look behind their faces into their 
hearts hungry for joy.

Mentor's Perspective

Are we Willing?
To close:

Our books of complaints against the 
management of the universe and to look 
around for a place where we can sow few 
seeds of happiness.

ARE WE WILLING,
TO DO THESE THINGS EVEN FOR A DAY?

Contributed by:
Ms.Neha Jain (Faculty)

Promoted by CAREER POINT Group

Ramblings of
 a rumbling mind

On the wings of a butterfly on a crisp cottony morn

On the shell of a snail of lazy daisy noon

On the twigs of lilies, an evening asking for a boon

On a lone flee aback a shiny leaf, on a starry night, a wish newly born.

I have envisioned a ship made of water, 

Dreamt of a sky liner surfing through clouds,

Fancied a submarine piercing the heart of ocean,

All sailing towards a destination unknown,

I have been asked but I said later!

What's the rush? What's the frenzy? Says a firefly in my ear

They  are going there? Where? Said I

Have you not got the calling yet? Nope!

Not quite; say I am not the chosen one, I look up to the sky.

I have not got the Eureka moment yet

But yeah sure am looking for mine

Waiting for the violent tumult to ebb inside when the emptiness evades 
you And Just 'BEING' rejuvenates you

Contributed by : 

Mrs Aditi Ketkar( Faculty)

Mentor's Perspective

ekrk&firk viuh larku dk ykyu&ikyu djrs gSa] mldh ijokg djrs gS vkSj mls fujUrj vkxs c<+us ds fy, izsfjr djrs gS bls gh 
ijofj’k dgrs gSA

larku cM+h gksdj lq;ksX; cus rks ekrk&firk dh ijofj’k lQy gqbZA pkjksa vksj ijofj’k ljkguk  ikrh gSA ekrk&firk dh rks [kq’kh 
dk fBdkuk ugh jgrkA ijUrq blds foifjr larku lq;ksX; o   lQy u cu ik, vkSj xyr jkLrk idM+ ys] rks ;g mldh laxfr dk 
vlj gSA ekrk&firk dh   ijofj’k dk ugh ,slk yksx dgrs gSA

okLrfodrk rks ;g Hkh gS fd ekrk&firk Hkh viuh ijofj’k dks xyr ugh ekurs gS] os rks ekurs gSa fd mUgksaus tks fd;k lc cPps dh 
HkykbZ ds fy, FkkA nks"k rks cPps dk gS rks xyr jkLrs   ij pyk x;kA

;s gekjs lekt ds dSls nksgjs ekin.M gS fd vxj vPNkbZ mHkjdj lkeus vk, rks gekjs  deZ vkSj nks"k mHkjdj lkeus vk, rks Lo;a 
dk xqukgA dHkh fdlh us bl ij xgjk eaFku ugh fd;k fd ikyu&iks"k.k esa dgk¡ deh jg xbZA og D;k Fkk] tks cPpksa dks feyuk 
pkfg, Fkk ij ugh feyk\ D;k dkj.k jgk gksxk tks cPps dks ckgj dk jkLrk pquuk iM+k\

iSlk ,d gn rd [kq’kh ns ldrk gS\ ijUrq okLrfodrk esa vkUrfjd 
’kkfUr rks og dnkfi ugha ns ldrkA mlds fy, rks fj’rksa dh NksVh 
ls NksVh ckr dks Hkh thuk gksrk gS vkSj ;g lc  lgh o lUrqfyr 
ijofj’k ls gh lh[kk tkrk gSA

cpiu ls nqj~O;ogkj ns[krs vk jgs cPps ls cM+s gksdj ln~O;ogkj dh 
vis{kk djuk O;FkZ gh gSA

Jh jke o Jhd"‘.k tlS h lUrku iku sd sfy, Øe’k% n’kjFk&dk’S kY;k o 
uUn&;’kksnk tSls  ekrk o  firk tSlh ijofj’k Hkh rks nsuh gksxhA 
dsoy nks"k nsus ek= ls ih<+h ugha lq/kjsxhA mlds    fy, rks Lo;a ds 
nks"k dks Lohdkj djrs gq, mls cnyus ds iz;kl Hkh djus iM+saxs rHkh 
lgh ek;us esa ijofj’k lQy gksxhA

Hkkjrh; laLd‘fr o laLdkj o cPpksa esa lr~fopkjks dks cpk, o cuk, 
j[kus ds fy, ijofj’k esa Qsj rks djuk gh iM+sxkA 

la;kstu% 

jhuk [k.Msyoky  ¼f’kf{kdk½

vkt dh ih<+h esa thou ds izfr mnklhurk vkt ,d izeq[k leL;k gSA 
gekjs ;qok cgqr gh tYnh viuk gkSalyk [kks nsrs gSa vkSj la?k"kZ djus ls 
Mjrs gSaA gesa ;g thou dqN dj xqtjus ds fy, feyk gS vkSj thou esa 
la?k"kZ djrs gq, bl fopkj ds lkFk vkxs c<+uk gSA

u Fkduk gS] u :duk gS] u eqf’dy ls ?kcjkuk gS]
rwQkuksa ls yM+rs&yM+rs] gesa viuk ekxZ cukuk gS] 

pkgs jkg esa vk, ioZr Hkh] gesa ikj mls dj tkuk gSA
ej tkuk gS feV tkuk gS] cl vkxs c<+rs tkuk gSA

thoksa esa ,d tho phaVh] tks vc rd dHkh u gkjh gS
gj ckj tru djrs&djrs] vkf[kj eafty dks ikrh gS
fQj D;ksa u ge Hkh tru djsa] uUgh phaVh ls f’k{kk ysa
mlds tSls gh y{; fy,] gesa vkxs c<+rs tkuk gSA

thou eqf’dy dk lkxj gS] gj iy ,d ubZ ijh{kk gS]
ysfdu tks /kqu dk iDdk gS] mlus gh tx dks thrk gS
deZBrk] /khjt] vuq’kklu] thou ds ;s gfFk;kj cus

dqN Hkh u gekjs lEeq[k gks] cl fot; gekjk y{; cusa
cl ;gh lksp j[kdj gedks] ;w¡gh vkxs c<+rs tkuk gS
cl vkxs c<+rs tkuk gS] cl vkxs c<+rs tkuk gSA

la;kstu% 
iq"ik pkS/kjh ¼f’kf{kdk½
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Expressions by
Pradipta Sundar, Sahoo (V-B)

Expressions by
Vatsal Goutam (VI-D)

Expressions by
Roshni Meena (X-A)

Expressions by
Mritunjay Kumar (IX-C)

Expressions by
Divyanshi Jain (IV-A)

Expressions by
Namira Naaz (X-C)

Expressions by
Janvi Gehija  (VI-B)

Expressions by
Apurvi Gupta (XI-A)

Expressions by
Arpit Pathak (VIII-A)

Expressions by
Disha Nathani (VII-B)

Expressions by
Tanvi Badla (X-A)

Expressions by
Shaista Mansoori (X-C)

Expressions by
Sanchi Yadav (X-A)

Expressions by
Rashmi Agrawal (VII-B)

Expressions by
Aditi Singh (VI-C)

Expressions by
Disha Mewara (VII-A)

Expressions by
Nandini Singh (IX-A)

Expressions by
Sabhyata Jain (VI-B)

Art Corner Art Corner

Expressions by
Khushi Naruka (VI-C)

Expressions by
Soumili Bahety (V-C)

Expressions by
Kapil Soni (X-C)
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Expressions by
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Expressions by
Archi Jain  (X-C)
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School Activities School Activities
Senior Activities Senior Activities
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School Activities School Activities
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Jokes & Riddles CornerJokes & Riddles Corner Media Speak
Global Public School, Kota - in News

RIDDLES
JOKES

Ramu : Dad, doctor has suggested me to go for a holiday to either Paris 
or Italy. Where should we go?

 Father : To the other doctor.

Anu : Do you know why the crows are black?

Manu : Yes, because they don't have money to buy a fairness cream.

Father asked his son after his test:

Father : How much marks did you get?

Son : 2 marks less than Ram.

Father : How much did Ram get?

Son : 2  marks

Contributed by : 

Nikhil Dubey ( X-B)

Teacher ( to the student) : What is boiling point?

Student :  Whenever, my father sees my report card.

Son : Dad is it good manners to eat insects.

Father : We should not talk like this during meal, my son!

After sometime……………….

Father :  Yes, tell me now, what were you talking about.

Son : Nothing Dad, there was an insect in your curry.

Someone wrote to Santa

If you are an intelligent person, send me 100 Rs, if wise , send 200 Rs and 
if both then send 300 Rs .

Santa sent 600 Rs and wrote………………. Mr. I am genius..

Contributed by : 

Karan Lakhera ( X-A)

Pinky : Today a channel will telecast a snake which is 31 inch long.

Chinky : Oh, No! I won't be able to watch it .

Pinky :  Why?

Chinky : Because I have only 21 inch T.V.

Chintu :  What is the difference between seniors and juniors?

Bunty : Those who live near sea are seniors ( Sea – nears) and 
those who live near Zoo are juniors ( Zoo- nears)

Salesman : Which product do you use in your daily routine ?

Monu : Baba's soap, Baba's paste, Baba's brush.

Salesman : Is Baba an international company?

Monu : No, No. Baba is my room mate.

Contributed by : 
Sarvagya Jain ( V-B)

If a pink house is made up of pink bricks, blue house is 
made of blue brick so what is a green house made of?

Answer: Glass.

Which was the tallest mountain before Mount Everest was 
discovered?

Answer: Mount Everest.

If a blue man lives in a blue house, green man lives in a 
green house so who lives in a white house?

Answer: The President of USA.

The more you run, the more you lose me. Who am I?

Answer: Your breath.

If two is company, three is a crowd so what is four and five?

Answer: Nine.

A tree which you always take with yourself. Who am I?

Answer: Palm.

Contributed by : 

Vidushi Maheshwari ( VI-C)

I am present when light is present . I always copy you. I am 
taller or shorter than you. But I don't talk. Who am I ?

Answer: Your shadow.

How can you fill an empty room with just Rs !0?

Answer: By lighting a candle of ten rupees cost.

There are 5 boys in a hostel.1st –dusting, 2nd mopping, 
th3rd playing chess, 4  studying. What is the 5th one doing?

Answer: Playing chess, because it cannot be played by one 
person.

Contributed by : 

Arushi Shukla( V-B)
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